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NUMBER:  7.0 

TITLE:  SOG Communications & GPS Devices 

DATE:  1 March 2022 

 
Purpose 

 
To provide guidance surrounding communications within the Support 
Operations Group with a view of reducing radio traffic, limit unnecessary 
information now gathered and displayed electronically and standardise 
effective communication channels to allow for adequate emergency 
management and safety provisions.   

 
Procedures 
 
(Social Media Groups) 
 

In addition to the SLSA Policies 6.20, the following Standard Procedures apply 
to all members of SLSS Support Operations Group: 

• Official Surf Life Saving Sydney endorsed ‘Whatsapp’ Groups (those 
created and administrated by the relevant appointed coordinator or 
their delegate), are to communicate routine and non-urgent 
communication only.  

• Any emergency tasking will be communicated through the 
designated SurfCom Management System mobile phone number 
(0419 297 774) or the rostered SLSS Rescue Coordinators personal 
mobile phone via text message to the intended recipients (ie – Duty 
Officers, RWC, UAV, Surf Rescue 30 Call out Groups) personal mobile 
phone only. These text message groups are not intended for 
administrative or non-urgent matters. Responses by recipients 
should be restricted to those that can attend and those who 
normally operate in the area of tasking but are not available.  

Procedures 
 
(Radio Communications) 

In addition to SLSNSW ‘LS6 – Radio Communications’ Standard Operating 
Procedures, the following Standard Procedures shall apply to all members of 
the SLSS Support Operations Group: 

• Duty Officers and Rescue Coordinators will not provide location 
updates via radio unless one of the following criteria is satisfied: 
- The member is responding to an incident or emergency tasking. 
- The member is completing a patrol of an unpatrolled location.  
- The member is deviating significantly from their designated 

area (e.g. Sutherland 20 travelling to Eastern Suburbs).  
- The member is entering a known radio blackspot area or area 

with limited mobile phone reception.  

• Rescue Water Craft and Surf Rescue 30 members will not provide 
location updates via radio unless one of the following criteria is 
satisfied:  
- The member is responding to an incident or emergency tasking.  
- The member is operating a craft without GPS fitted or 

otherwise not operating as intended.  
- The member is remaining at a location for a significant period of 

time.  
- The live GPS data is offline or otherwise unavailable.  
- SurfCom NSW is unable to monitor the live GPS data.  
- The member is deviating significantly from their designated 

area (e.g. Support Ski 4 covering Randwick LGA).  
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- The member is operating Support Ski 5 within the Royal 
National Park.  

- The member is operating in conditions or an area that they 
deem a risk and require welfare checks to ensure their safety 
and security (e.g., an unpatrolled beach with large surf 
conditions and no other resources nearby providing coverage).  

• UAV members (including Australian UAV Service staff) will adhere to 
the following radio procedures whilst operating their craft: 
- The member will sign on at the commencement of operations 

and inform SurfCom of their location.  
- The member will advise SurfCom of any in-flight issues or any 

important sightings during their flight.  
- The member will advise when the craft is non-operational.  
- The member will maintain radio communication throughout 

their entire operation.  

Alert Tone • The State Operations Centre (SurfCom) have the provision of a high-
pitched alert tone available for transmission across the radio 
network. This tone should be played immediately before one of the 
following transmissions by SurfCom: 
- An emergency tasking or a significant update during an 

emergency tasking.  
- Important or significant branch-wide broadcast (e.g. severe 

weather warning).  
- To clear the radio airway of non-essential radio traffic (e.g. 

radio locking on in transmit).  

• The alert tone can only be played one way via SurfCom.  

GPS Devices • GPS devices have been fitted to Rescue Water Craft and Surf Rescue 
30 and are monitored by SurfCom and Duty Officer/Rescue 
Coordinators. These devices are strictly prohibited from being 
tampered with, removed or otherwise altered from their intended 
usage without permission from the Support Operations Manager. 
These devices have been implemented to provide additional safety 
precautions for powercraft that may become in distress or require 
assistance, for operational oversight in emergency mission tasking 
and resourcing and to accurately provide information pertaining to 
the usage of the craft following operation – such as search area 
coverage and/or complaint management. 

• Members with access to the GPS Device Management System are 
not permitted to copy, save, disseminate or alter data without prior 
approval from the Support Operations Manager. Failure to comply 
will result in access being revoked.  

 
Hours of Operation  
 

 
24/7 

References 
 

SLSA Policy 6.20 Social Media 
SLSNSW Standard Operating Procedure ‘LS6 – Radio Communications’ 

 
History / Review 
 

 
The SOM and Branch Director of Administration will review this SOP annually. 

Version Enforceable Date Reviewed By 

Version 1 – 1 March 2022 J Towns (SOM) 
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